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Accounting Firm BerryDunn Opens
Puerto Rico O�ce
The o�ce serves as a home for Puerto Rico-based employees and is a
representation of the �rm’s strong, long-term commitment to the island and clients
in Puerto Rico and other U.S. territories.

Isaac M. O'Bannon •  Oct. 28, 2022

BerryDunn, a full-service assurance, tax, and consulting �rm, has opened a new
of�ce in San Juan, Puerto Rico. As part of the �rm’s continuing expansion beyond the
continental U.S., the of�ce serves as a home for Puerto Rico-based employees and is a
representation of the �rm’s strong, long-term commitment to the island and clients
in Puerto Rico and other U.S. territories. 
 
Eduardo Daranyi, a Principal in BerryDunn’s Medicaid Practice Group, notes, “As we
begin to look at a growing number of team members supporting our work with
Puerto Rico, it feels right to create a home base and offer the support the team needs.
Our continued engagement with potential clients in Puerto Rico and additional U.S.
territories signi�es we are there to stay and look forward to building client
relationships that will last a long time, one of the main tenets of our �rm.” 
 
The of�ce is an important step for the team that has been operating in San Juan since
2019 and is part of one of the main sectors driving growth in the region, offering jobs
and opportunities for professionals in the area. Today, the �rm is primarily
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providing consulting services to government clients in San Juan and has a wide
breadth of services and expertise it can offer.

“Our new location provides a model from which BerryDunn can continue to grow,”
says BerryDunn CEO Sarah Belliveau. She adds, “As we grow to support our clients,
we can deliver expertise across a diverse set of industries in both the for-pro�t and
not-for-pro�t sectors.”
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